
  

    Paracombe Primary & Preschool 

P-6 School - Vision   

Through Community we thrive. 

At Paracombe Primary & Preschool (P-6) we collaboratively provide a solid foundation where students are 
supported to actively learn, thrive, and be respectful, innovative risk takers.  
 
Students: Our students learn and grow in knowledge, empathy and respect within our school and the wider 

community. Their creativity, innovation and curiosity is encouraged to blossom, because within our culture 

we’ve embedded a healthy risk-taking mindset. 

Staff: Our staff promote and demonstrate the virtues of our school. We mentor our students and use our 
skilled expertise to support and challenge them to achieve their learning milestones. We create an 
awareness of the importance of community; the world, and illustrate self-reflection. 

Families: We support and promote communication and engagement within and beyond the classroom 
environment. Our community programs provide the school with valuable resources, wisdom and social 
engagement. 
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Mission: We resourcefully create a learning environment that instils our students with the ability to use their 

imagination and innovation to overcome daily challenges. We supportively nurture an individualised 

academic pathway to success that encompasses “Now, New, Next for every student!”  



                                                             

Preschool Philosophy Statement  
Paracombe Primary & Preschool                                               

Experience the Belonging, enjoy the Being and look forward to the Becoming.  
  
 

Through Community we thrive.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We are a community of learners who acknowledge the Peramangk and Kaurna people who were here 
before us. We also seek to connect with the land and continue the caring for the environment for future 
generations.  
   
Belonging; in early childhood and throughout life: respectful, caring, and loving relationships are crucial to a 
sense of belonging. (Early Years Learning Framework)  
Being; in the moment of being young: curious, risk-taking adventurers who are playful explorers of their own 
world.  
Becoming; we lay the foundations through play, as young children learn and grow to become participating 
members of the community and society.  
  
Paracombe Primary & Preschool facilitates strong community connections and transitions within our unique 
learning environment. We celebrate nature, family and children's wellbeing.  
  
Our community understands the responsibility we hold for our local natural environment to care for it, play 
with and in it, learn from it and give back to it where we can.  
  
Educators support, encourage and guide children to co-construct their learning and to become 
documenters of their successes and discoveries, incorporating their own interests and discovering their 
identity.  
        
 We frame our planning using the Early Years Learning Framework connecting to our P-6 site focus:  
 
  
                           Now, New and Next for every child - Through Community we thrive.  

 


